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the Fourier coefficients of the theta lift in terms of periods of the original
form. A little more precisely, if EF is such an extension, then to a suitably
defined automorphic form h defined with respect to a quaternion algebra
BE over E we associate a Hilbert modular form I(z, h) defined with respect
to the field F. Such a lift is established via a convolution with a theta func-
tion. The main theorem of this article establishes an explicit formula for the
Fourier expansion of I(z, h). Stated roughly, we have
I(z, h)= V :
:
2&$& |rN(:)| &$ C(:) P(:) eF (&rN(:) z),
where the summation runs through a complete set of non-zero repre-
sentatives of a four-dimensional vector space over F modulo certain trans-
formations, r is a suitable element of F, $ is the set of unramified places of
a quaternion algebra B over F, and C is a locally constant function.
Finally, the P(:) are certain periods of h. The precise statement can be
found in Theorem 2.3.
To explain, very briefly, the choice of our setting as well as the relevance
of our results, we first mention that analogous results, but with respect to
a fixed ground field F, have been obtained by Shimura, for instance in his
papers [Sh82, Sh88]. Our results are also relevant in the broader study of
the several period invariants of Shimura, which have been considered by
Shimura himself, Harris, Yoshida, and others. In particular, the recent
work of Yoshida [Y] has achieved a breakthrough on Shimura’s period
conjectures. At the same time, his work has also revealed a further need for
more precise information concerning the L-functions arising in the case of
a totally real extension of a totally real algebraic number field. The author
hopes to explain some applications in that direction in a separate article.
We have endeavored to ensure the coherence of the flow of ideas by
relegating longer proofs to the end of the paper. The main results all
appear in Subsection 2.3. In order to keep this paper as short as possible,
however, a considerable amount of computation has been left out. This is
compensated by the ample references given in the text; the interested reader
should not have too much difficulty in fleshing out the sketched arguments.
1. AUTOMORPHIC FORMS AND THETA FUNCTION
1.1. The Setting
Let F be a totally real algebraic number field, and let EF be a totally
real quadratic extension. Let BE be a quaternion algebra over E equipped
with an F-linear automorphism { such that {2=idBE , but {| E {idE .
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Meanwhile, the main involution of BE will be denoted by *. We consider
the following subsets of BE :
B=[x # BE | x{=x]
and
V=[x # BE | x{=&x*].
The first of the two spaces, B, is a quaternion algebra over F. To see this,
take an element = # E such that ={=&=. Then we have E=F+F= and
BE=B+B=, and hence
BE=B F E. (1)
This proves our claim. On the other hand, if we write B0 for the pure
quaternions in B, then we have B=F+B0 and V=F=+B0 . Therefore V is
a vector space over F of dimension 4.
A natural example of this setting can be given as follows. Suppose B is
a quaternion algebra over F, and let { be the generator of Gal(EF ). We
may then define BE by formula (1). The mapping { is extended to BE by
putting (be){ =def be{ for all e # E. In fact, this is an alternative way of
formulating the setting of this paper.
Let us make some preliminary observations. As usual, we define the
norm and trace by the formulas
N(x)=xx* and Tr(x)=x+x*.
On the vector space V, N is an F-valued quadratic form; it is E-valued, and
one checks easily that it satisfies the relation N(x){=N(x). Thus we have
a quadratic space (V, N) over F. Further, given any a # BE , V is stable
under the mapping x [ a{xa*, and we have
N(a{xa*)=N$(a) N(x), where N$(a) =def NEF (N(a)).
The verification is straightforward.
Next we clarify the role played by the involution {. Since every such {
determines a quaternion algebra B{ over F and hence a quadratic space
(V{ , N), we need to describe the relation among the spaces resulting from
different choices of {. This is given in the following.
Proposition 1.1. Suppose _ and { are two F-linear automorphisms of
BE , such that _2={2=idBE and _|E {idE {{| E . Then there exists an ele-
ment | # B_E , such that V_=|V{ , and |(a
{xa*)=a_ (|x) a*, \a # BE .
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Indeed, choose an element ; such that x_=;x{;&1. Then we have x=
(x_)_=;;{x;&{;&1. Thus ;;{ # E. Applying { we find that in fact ;;{ # F.
Put d=N(;);;{. A direct calculation then shows that d _d=1, and hence
we have, by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, d=e_e for some e # E. Now let |=e;.
It is straightforward to check that this | satisfies the requisite properties in
the proposition.
For this reason, out theory is essentially independent of the choice of the
automorphism {. Consequently, if, for instance, BE=M2 (E), then a natural
choice of { is the entry-wise action of the Galois involution of EF.
1.2. Automorphic Forms with Respect to BE
We will mostly follow Shimura’s notation in [Sh88] in this subsection.
We denote the set of archimedean primes in F by a, and the set of finite
primes by h. When a field other than F is concerned, we will name that
field in a superscript. For instance we shall write aE.
We now identify certain subsets of a and pair them with corresponding
subsets of aE, which consist of their extensions. For notational clarity, we
shall reserve the letter v for a prime of F, and the letter u for a prime of
E. Let $ denote the set of primes v # a which are unramified in B, and
$$=a&$ the set of those ramified in B. The subsets of aE consisting of
extensions of primes in $ and $$ are then denoted by ‘ and ‘$, respectively.
Using these notations, we have R-linear isomorphisms
Ba $M2 (R)$_H$$ (2)
and
(BE)a $M2 (R)‘_H‘$. (3)
Here H denotes the ring of Hamilton quaternions, and the subscript a
indicates the infinite part of the adelized space under consideration. The
adelization itself will be denoted by the subscript A, and its finite part will
be given the subscript h. Thus, for example, BA =BaBh . Now, for each
v # a, we fix, once and for all, an extension u # aE. The collection of these
chosen u is written @. Further, we denote by ’ and ’$, respectively, the
subsets of @ corresponding to $ and $$.
To summarize our definitions, we record the identities
a=$ ? $$, and aE=‘ ? ‘$;
aE=@ ? {@, and @=’ ? ’$;
‘=’ ? {’, and ‘$=’$ ? {’$.
The meaning of the notation {@, etc., is self-evident.
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Throughout this paper, we shall assume ‘{<.
For every m0, there is an R-rational irreducible polynomial represen-
tation
_m : H_  GLm+1 (C)
of degree m, which is unique up to equivalence. By fixing suitable
isomorphisms (2) and (3), we may assume that the following properties are
satisfied:
xu # M2 (Q ), \u # ‘, \x # BE ,
_m (xu) # Mm+1 (Q ), \u # ‘$, \x # BE , \0m # Z,
_m (x*)= t_m (x), \x # H_.
Strictly speaking, we should say that the xu in the above formulas are the
u-factors of the projection of x via the chosen isomorphisms (2) and (3).
However, we have simply identified (BE)u with M2 (R) or H, according as
u # ‘ or u # ‘$, keeping our choices for the isomorphisms fixed throughout.
If k # Z@ is a weight such that ku1 for u # ’ and ku2 for u # ’$, then
we may define a representation on (B_E )A by
_(:)= }
u # ’$
_ku&2(:u), \: # (B
_
E )A . (4)
The representation space for _ will be denoted by X. It may be identified
with }u # ’$ Cku&1.
To define the factor of automorphy in the definition of automorphic
forms, we need some more notation. Let
G$=(BE)_.
Thus the representation in (4) is _: G$A  GL(X). We further define
G$a+ =[x # G$a | N(x)>>0],
G$A+=[x # G$A | xa # G$a+],
and
G$1=[x # G$ | N(x)=1].
Let H denote the upper half complex plane. For : # G$A and w # H ‘, we
define
:w=:(w)=(:uwu)u # ‘=\au wu+bucuwu+du+ u # ‘ ,
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and
j(:, w)=( j(:u , wu))u # ‘=(|det(:u)|&12 (cuwu+du))u # ‘ ,
where au , bu , cu , and du are the entries of :u in the standard order.
We now define End(X)-valued holomorphic automorphic forms of weight
k+{k on H‘, where k # Z@ as above. Given a mapping f: H‘  End(X), we
define another mapping of the same kind, denoted by f &k+{k :, by the
formula
( f &k+{k :)(w)= j(:, w)&k’&{(k’) _(N(:)12 :&1) f (:w) _(N(:)&{2 :{).
We sometimes write simply ( f & :) instead of ( f &k+{k :) to shorten nota-
tion. Let 1 be a congruence subgroup of G$1 , then the space of holomorphic
automorphic forms of weight k+{k with respect to 1 is the set of all
holomorphic mappings f: H ‘  End(X) such that the following conditions
are satisfied:
(i) f & := f, \: # 1;
(ii) If BE=M2 (E), then f satisfies the usual cusp condition.
This space is denoted by Sk+{k (1 ). The union of such spaces over all
congruence subgroups is denoted by Sk+{k (BE):
Sk+{k (BE)=.
1
Sk+{k (1 ).
Next we describe the Petersson inner product in our setting. Denote by
d ‘H w the Haar measure on H
‘ normalized by
d ‘H w=(2i)
&*(‘) ‘
u # ‘
Im(wu)&2 dw u 7 dwu .
If f and g are two C-mappings of H ‘ into End(X) such that f & := f and
g & := g for all : # 1 for some congruence subgroup 1, then we define, so
long as the integral on the right-hand side is convergent, an inner product
of f and g by the formula
( f, g) =vol(D)&1 |
D
Tr( tf (w) g(w)) Im(w)k’+{(k’) d ‘H w.
Here D =def 1"H ‘, and vol(D) =def D d
‘
Hw. This definition is independent of
the choice of 1. We note that, in particular, the inner product of two cusp
forms in Sk+{k (BE) is always well defined.
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1.3. Theta Function
The construction of our theta function follows general principles already
laid down, for instance, in Shimura’s paper [Sh80]. In the interest of
efficiency of development, we shall not recall these principles in the general
setting here. Instead, our emphasis here is to give explicit definitions to
everything, so that the arithmetical results we give later can also be given
an explicit treatment. We remark, also, that theta correspondence has been
extensively investigated from the representation theoretic point of view.
A very interesting discussion on the relation between the two viewpoints
can be found in Bluher’s preprint ‘‘Theta correspondence over R.’’
We prepare ourselves by recognizing certain identifications regarding the
localizations of BE and B. Let v # $ and let u be the extension of v in @. Then
we have
(BE)v=(BE)u _(BE){u=Bv _Bv=M2 (R)_M2 (R). (5)
Consequently, for x, y # Bv we have (x, y){=( y, x). Thus we further iden-
tify
Vv=[(x, &x*) | x # Bv]=Bv . (6)
When v # $$, a similar consideration leads to the identification (BE)v=
H_H.
Recall that the norm N is an F-valued quadratic form on the vector
space V. The symmetric F-bilinear form on V_V attached to N is given by
1
2 [N(x+ y)&N(x)&N( y)]=
1
2 (xy*+ yx*)=
1
2Tr(xy*).
We denote the F-valued symmetric form attached to 2N by S, i.e.,
S(x, y)=Tr(xy*), \x, y # V.
For each v # a, let Sv be the localization of S to Vv . In view of the iden-
tification (6) above, we have N((x, &x*))=N(x). Thus Sv has signature
(2, 2) if v # $, and signature (4, 0) if v # $$.
Let v # $. Because of the identifications (5) and (6), the required com-
putations for the definition of theta function are essentially supplied in
[Sh81I, Sects. 56; Sh81II, Sect. 4]. Adapted to our situation, they can be
summarized as follows.
We define a positive definite majorizing form of Sv . In order to do so,
we first define a mapping p from a certain bounded symmetric domain Z
into a connected component of the subspace of VR C consisting of those
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elements x for which S(x, x)=0 and S(x, x )<0. This construction is
explained in [Sh80]. Given w # Z, the majorizing form is defined by
P[v; w]=S(v, v)&4S( p(w), p(w))&1 |S(v, p(w))| 2.
In our case, keeping in mind the identifications we have made in the pre-
vious paragraphs, the bounded symmetric domain Z is isomorphic to
H_H. This is explained in [Sh81I]. Therefore, we define a mapping
p: C2  M2 (C) by
p(w1 , w2)=\w11
&w2w1
&w2 + , \w1 , w2 # C. (7)
Notice that in this formulation, we have
N(x)=det(x), S[x]=S(x, x)=2 det(x), and S(x, y)=xy*+ yx*,
where the symbol * above is now simply the canonical involution for
M2 (C).
We denote the natural C-bilinear extension of Sv to M2 (C) (i.e.,
Vv R C) by the same notation Sv . Then we find
Sv (:, p(w1 , w2))=(w1 1) \ 0&1
1
0+ : \
w2
1 +=(&1 w1) : \
w2
1 +
for all : # M2 (C), and w1 , w2 # C. To shorten notation, we follow Shimura
by henceforth writing
(&1 w1) : \w21 +=[:; w1 , w2].
A straightforward computation also shows that
Sv ( p(w1 , w2), p(w1 , w2))=&4 Im(w1) Im(w2).
Combining these computations, we obtain the following explicit expres-
sion for the majorizing form:
Pv[!; w]=2N(!)+Im(w1)&1 Im(w2)&1 |[!; w1 , w2]|2,
\v # $, \! # Vv , \w=(w1 , w2) # H_H.
Let P$$= v # $$ Pv , where Pv is the space of Sv -harmonic homogeneous
polynomial functions on Vv of degree kv&2 for every v # $$, (which we also
consider as an element of ’$.) Then, viewing V as embedded into >v # $$ Vv ,
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we can define a representation of (BE)a on P$$ which extends the represen-
tation _ in (4). An explanation can be found, for example, in [Sh90,
Sect. 5]. This representation will again be denoted by _.
Denote by L(V) the SchwartzBruhat space of Vh , the finite part of VA .
Alternatively, we may describe L(V) as the space of locally constant (com-
pactly-supported) functions on V, identifying an element in the
SchwartzBruhat space with its restriction to V.
We are now ready for the definition of the theta function. Let ! # V and
w # C‘. We define an element [!, w] of C$, which is also identified with C’,
by putting
[!, w]v=[!, w]u=[!u ; wu , w{u]
for all v # $. We also define, for !, w as above and z # Ha, an element of Ca
in the following manner. At each v # a, put
R[!, z, w]v
={N(!u) zv ,N(!u) zv+i Im(zv) |[!, w]v |2 (Im(wu) Im(w{u))&1,
if u |F=v # $$,
if u | F=v # $.
If C # L(V) and an element r # F is chosen such that rv>0 for v # $ and
rv<0 for v # $$, then we define an End(X)-valued function %(z, w; C, r) on
Ha_H ‘ by
%(z, w; C, r)=Im(z)$ Im(w)&k’&{(k’)
_ :
! # V
C(!)[!, w ]k’ _(!) eF (rR[!, z, w]). (8)
Here !, z, w are as above, and the notation eF (x) means exp(2?i v # a xv).
1.4. Transformation Formulas
In this subsection we present transformation formulas for the theta func-
tion (8). The behavior of %(z, w) under the action of G$+ on the variable w
can be determined by relatively straightforward computations. We first
notice the following formulas:
Lemma 1.2. Define C: (!)=N$(:) (k2)&’$ C(:!:*{). Then we have
%(z, w; C, r)&k+{k :=%(z, w; C:, N$(:) r), \: # G$+ .
Moreover, if p # F_, then putting C$(!)= p(k2)&’$C( p!) we have
%(z, w; C, r)=%(z, w; C$, p2r).
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To see this, recall that V is stable under the mapping x [ :*!:{. The first
assertion essentially results from substituting :*!:{ into (8). We leave the
verification to the reader, but note here two facts as a possible aid: for
: # G$+ and 0l # Z’, we have [:*!:{, w] l=|N$(:)| l2 j(:, w) l+{l [!, :w] l
and R[:*!:{, z, w]=N$(:) R[!, z, :w]. The symbol N$ is defined in Sub-
section 1.1. The second assertion follows from a straightforward calculation.
As a consequence of Lemma 1.2, the following formula holds:
Proposition 1.3. If : # G$+ and N(:) # F_, then
%(z, w; C, r)&k+{k :=%(z, w; C: , r),
where C: (!) =
def C(:!:&{).
Let us now consider the action of SL2 (F ) on the variable z of our theta
function. Although we could again derive the transformation formulas by
direct computations, it is more convenient to specialize a theorem of
Shimura’s (in [Sh93]) to our setting. In that paper the setting is much
more general than the present one, but we may let SL2 (F ) be the G, and
the form 2rN be the S, in [Sh93, Sect. 3]. (Thus in this subsection the sym-
bol S differs slightly in meaning from the S of Subsection 1.3.) Then we see
that the q loc. cit. is 4, and that F(det(S)12)=E. Therefore Shimura’s
JS(:, z) is in our case | j(:, z)|2$ j(:, z )k, as can be seen by a simple calcula-
tion. We can now adapt a part of Shimura’s Theorem 3.2 in [Sh93] as
follows, where the properties (a), (b), (c), (d) correspond to Shimura’s
items (0), (2), (4), (5), respectively:
Proposition 1.4. Notations as above, every # # GA gives rise to a
C-linear automorphism of L(V), which we denote by (#, C) [ #C, such that
the following properties hold:
(a) j(#, z )&k %(#z, w; #C, r)=%(z, w; C, r), \# # G.
(b) (#$) C=#($C), \#, $ # GA .
(c) For every C, there exists a congruence subgroup 1 of G, such that
#C=C, \# # 1.
(d) If ; # Gh and c;=0, then
(;C)(x)=|a; | 2A |h (a;) eh (rN(x) a;b;) C(xa;),
where | denotes the Hecke character of F corresponding to E, and
eh ( y) =
def
eA ( yh ).
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We close this subsection by noting one final formula concerning the case
p # F, the verification of which is easy:
pk2%( pz, w; C, r)=%(z, w; p$+(k2)C, pr) \p # F, p>>0.
2. THETA CORRESPONDENCE
2.1. Construction of the Theta Correspondence
Let h # Sk+{k (BE). Because of Proposition 1.3, we may consider the inner
product of the theta function %(z, w; C, r) with h, which we denote as
I(z; C, r; h):
I(z; C, r; h)=(%(z, w; C, r), h(w)). (9)
When C # L(V) and r # F are understood, we sometimes write I(z, h) for
the sake of notational simplicity.
Take a congruence subgroup 2/G$1 such that h & #=h and C(#!#&{)=
C(!) for all # # 2, then we can write
I(z; C, r; h)=vol(D)&1 |
D
Tr( t%(z, w; C, r) h(w)) Im(w)k’+{(k’) d ‘Hw, (10)
where D=2"H ‘. This integral is convergent. Indeed, in the non-cocompact
case GL2 (E)=G$, %(z, w; C, r) is slowly increasing at every cusp.
We have defined the theta correspondence. It turns out that I(z; C, r; h)
is a Hilbert cusp form of weight k belonging to Sk (SL2 (F )). Furthermore,
the Fourier coefficients of I(z; C, r; h) can be given by certain periods of h.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the precise formulation and
demonstration of these results.
2.2. Formal Reduction of the Integral
In order to derive our main results, we need to analyze (10) in more
detail. We begin by introducing some notation. Let : # V be given. Put
K:=[! # BE | !:=:!{], 2:=2 & K: ,
D:=2: "H ‘, h: (w)=Tr( t_(:) h(w)).
Then it can easily be checked that K: is a quaternion algebra over F, and
we have
2:=[# # 2 | #*:#{=#&1:#{=:].
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Let R be a complete set of representatives for all non-zero elements of V
modulo the transformations ! [ #&1!#{ with # # 2. Then V is covered by
[#&1:#{ | : # R, # # 2: "2] exactly once. Therefore, substituting (8) into
(10), we obtain
I(z; C, r; h)
=vol(D)&1 Im(z)$ |
D
:
0{! # V
C(!)[!, w]k’ h! (w) eF (&rR[!, z, w]) d ‘H w
=vol(D)&1 Im(z)$ :
: # R
C(:) |
D
:
# # 2:"2
[#&1:#{, w]k’ h#&1:#{ (w)
_eF (&rR[#&1:#{, z, w]) d ‘H w. (11)
Using termwise integration, and calculating h#&1:#{ (w) and [#&1:#{, w]k’,
we find
vol(D) Im(z)&$ I(z; C, r; h)
= :
: # R
C(:) :
# # 2:"2
|
D
[:, #w]k’ h: (#w) eF (&rR[:, z, #w]) d ‘H w
= :
: # R
C(:) :
# # 2:"2
|
#D
[:, w]k’ h: (w) eF (&rR[:, z, w]) d ‘H w
= :
: # R
C(:) |
D:
[:, w]k’ h: (w) eF (&rR[:, z, w]) d ‘H w. (12)
Of course, our use of termwise integration needs justification. In order
not to interrupt the flow of the reduction process, we shall postpone this
justification until the end of this paper. (See Subsection 2.5.) We proceed,
therefore, to further reduce the integral in the last expression of (12). To
shorten notation, let us write S=SL2 (R)
‘. Via a natural projection, we
may view 2: as a subgroup of S. Because of the invariant measure we have
chosen, we have (see the paragraph around (2.2) of [Sh82] for details)
|
D:
[:, w]k’ h: (w) eF (&rR[:, z, w]) d ‘H w
=} } 2&‘& |
2:"S
[:, g i]k’ h: (g i) eF (&rR[:, z, g i]) d(2: g)
=} } 2&‘& |
J:"S
eF (&rR[:, z, g i])
_|
2:"J:
[:, pg i]k’ h: ( pg i) d(2: p) d(J: g). (13)
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Here i=(i, i, ..., i) # C‘ as usual, } is the order of 2: & [\1], and in the
last expression, we have set J:=[g # S | g:=:g{]. Note that the value of
} is independent of :. In fact, we have &1 # 2: if and only if &1 # 2, and
hence } is actually the order of 2 & [\1].
2.3. Main Theorems
Let us address the two integrals in (13) separately. The integral over
2:"J: is dealt with by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. The integral
|
2:"J:
[:, pw]k’ h:( pw) d(2: p)
is a constant which is independent of w. Moreover, the integral vanishes
unless N(:)v<0 for every v # $.
This lemma is the natural generalization of Lemma 2.1 of [Sh82] to our
setting. The interested reader can find a proof in [D98]. The proof follows
the same framework of Shimura’s proof in [Sh82].
In view of Lemma 2.1, we let
V0=[! # V | N(!)v<0, \v # $],
and define
P(h, :, 2)=|
2:"J:
[:, pw]k’ Tr( t_(:) h( pw)) d(2: p)
for every : # V0 , with any choice of w # H ‘. Then Eqs. (12) and (13) yield
vol(D) Im(z)&$ I(z; C, r; h)
=} } 2&‘& :
: # R
C(:) P(h, :, 2) |
J:"S
eF (&rR[:, z, g i]) d(J: g). (14)
Next we consider the integral over J:"S in (14). It turns out that this
integral can be explicitly computed. The result is our next lemma.
Lemma 2.2. We have
|
J:"S
eF (&rR[:, z, g i]) d(J: g)=(2r |N(:)| Im(z))&$ eF ( |rN(:)| z). (15)
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We shall prove this lemma in the next subsection. For now we note that
the combination of (14) and (15) gives our first main theorem:
Theorem 2.3. Notation as above, we have
vol(D) I(z; C, r; h)
=} :
: # R
2&$& |rN(:)| &$ C(:) P(h, :, 2) eF (&rN(:) z). (16)
The reader is reminded here that we still need to show the convergence
of the series on the right-hand side. Also, the termwise integration in the
formal reduction step (12) awaits its justification. These two issues will
simultaneously be resolved in Subsection 2.5.
We conclude this subsection by giving the second main theorem of this
paper, the proof of which by now is almost immediate.
Theorem 2.4. The function I(z; C, r; h) belongs to Sk(1 ) for some
congruence subgroup 1 of SL2(F ).
Proof. By property (a) of Proposition 1.4, we have the identity
I(z; C, r; h)&k #=I(z; #&1C, r; h), \# # G.
Now Theorem 2.3 applied to I(z; #&1C, r; h) shows that I(z, h) is
holomorphic in z. Moreover, the Fourier expansion at each cusp has
constant term 0. The theorem follows immediately. K
2.4. Proof of Lemma 2.2.
Let us calculate the integral J:"S eF (&rR[:, z, g i]) d(J: g). Recall that
by definition J:=[g # S | g:=:g{]. If we write :=(b, &b*), then we have
J:=[(x, b&1xb)]/S=SL2(R)‘=SL2(R)’_SL2(R){’. Let us write S$=
SL2(R)
’. Then
|
J:"S
eF (&rR[:, z, g i]) d(J: g)
=|
S$
eF (&rR[:, z, (u, g i$)]) dg
=e \& :v # $$ rv N(:)v zv+ |S$ e \& :v # $ rvR[:, z, (u, g i$)]v+ dg. (17)
Here i$=(i, i..., i) # H’ and u is any point in H’.
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To compute the integral over S$, we first note that
|[:, (:(&i), g i)]|2=|N(:)| | j(:, &i)| &2 |[1, &i, gi]|2.
This follows from a direct calculation, or one could simply adapt Eq. (4.10)
of [Sh81II] to our situation. Therefore
R[:, z, (:(&i$), g(i$))]v =N(:)v zv +i Im(zv) |N(:)| v
|[1, &i, gi]|2
2 Im(gi)
.
Let us write gi=x+iy, then [1, &i, gi]=&(x+iy+i). Substituting all
this into the last expression of (17) we conclude that
|
J:"S
eF (&rR[:, z, g i]) d(J: g)
=e \ :v # $ rv N(:)v zv & :v # $$ rv N(:)v zv+
_ ‘
v # $
|
SL2(R)
exp \&2?rv |N(:)| v Im(zv) | gi+i |
2
2y + dg.
This last integral can be computed by hand. The result is
|
SL2(R)
exp \&2?rv |N(:)| v Im(zv) | gi+i |
2
2y + dg
=
1
2
(rv |N(:v)| Im(zv))&1 exp(&4?rv |N(:)| v Im(zv)).
Lemma 2.2 now follows from an easy arrangement of our computations.
2.5. Convergence and Termwise Integration
In this subsection we justify the convergence and termwise integration
whose validity has been taken for granted so far. Our strategy is similar to
that of Shimura in [Sh82], but the details here are more complicated. For
economy of space, however, we shall treat only the case BE=M2(E). The
division algebra case, being in fact a little simpler, will be left to the reader.
Consider D=2"H ‘. We can write
D/K .
; # T
;(W),
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where K is a compact set of H‘, T a finite subset of SL2(E), and W a subset
of H aE such that
W=[s+it # HaE | s # k, tv>1, \v],
where k denotes some compact set whose exact nature is immaterial.
Let us fix a ; in T. An easy calculation gives
Im(R[!, z, ;w])=Im(R[#&1s ;
&1!;{#{s , z, ti]),
where #s=( 10
s
1). On the other hand, for : # V, we may write :=(
a
c
b
&a{),
where a # E and b, c # F. Another direct computation yields
Im(R[:, z, ti])=
y
2tt$
((ctt$)2+(a{t)2+(at$)2+b2),
where we have written y or Im(z) for simplicity. The expression in the
parentheses majorizes a positive definite quadratic form on V (for t>1,
t$>1); we denote it by P0 . So we have
Im(R[:, z, ti])
y
2tt$
P0[:].
Therefore, since #s belongs to a bounded set, we have
Im(R[!, z, ;w])
y
2tt$
P0[#&1s ;
&1!;{#{s]
y
2tt$
P;[!],
where P; is independent of w.
Let u denote the maximum of the set [t, t$]. Then we have
|[:, ti]|k’u2k’(2a2{+2a2+2b2+2c2)k’.
From this we can derive the following conclusion: there exists some poly-
nomial function g on V such that
|[!, ;w]|k’u2k’ | j(;, w)&k’&{(k’)| g;(!), \w # W.
Here g denotes some polynomial function on V.
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Combining these observations, we find that our theta function has a
majorant,
%(z; ;w, C; r)y$ \u
2
tt$+
k’
:
! # L
g;(!) exp \&2? :v rv yv(tvt$v)
&1 P;[!]+
_| j(;, w)|k’+{(k’)
for all w # W. The sum is taken over a lattice in V.
We now treat the integral
|
W
%(z, ;w) h(;w) Im(;w)k’+{(k’) d‘H w.
Because of the above estimate, we consider
:
! # L
g;(!) |
W
|h(;w)| | j(;, w)| &k’&{(k’) Im(w)k’+{(k’) \u
2
tt$+
k’
_exp \&2? :v rv yv(tvt$v)
&1 P;[!]+ d‘Hw. (18)
On W, we have h & ;(w)M exp(&*tE2n) for some positive constants M
and *, hence we now need only consider
:
! # L
g;(!) |
W
exp \&*N(t)12n&2? :v rv yv(tt$)
&1
v P;[!]+ u2k’ \ds dtt2 +
E
.
Replace u by t+t$ and write t=(t1 , t$1 , ..., tn , t$n). Then, since all ti and t$j
are greater than 1, we have N(t)12n(12n) i (t12ni +t$
12n
i ). To finish the
estimate regarding W, let us now consider an integral of the form
I =def |

1
|

1
exp \&+t12n&+t$12n& ctt$+ tat$b dt dt$.
Let a= p&r and b= p$&r$. Then
I 2|

1
|

1
exp(&2+t12n&2+t$12n) t2pt$2p$ dt dt$
_|

1
|

1
exp \&ctt$ + t&2rt$&2r$ dt dt$.
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However, a direct computation yields the identity
|

1
t&2r |

1
exp \&ctt$ + (t$)&2r$ dt$ dt=1(2r&1) c1&2r$ |

1
t2r$&2r&1 dt.
Therefore, combining everything we now see that there exists a constant
depending only on a, b, r, and r$, but not on c, such that
I2C(a, b, r, r$) c1&2r.
We apply this conclusion to our situation. Let c=2?rv yvP;[!]. For a
sufficiently large r, then, the integral (18) is bounded by
:
!
| g;(!)| } C$ } P;[!] (1&2r) F,
and this is finite. This shows that the integral over the ;(W) is convergent.
As for the compact set K, the situation is much simpler. The argument
can therefore be omitted. We have now succeeded in justifying the con-
vergence as well as the termwise integration.
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